
Supplement 1: Theoretical model for the inability

to validate debulking signatures

In debulking surgery of patients with advanced ovarian cancer there
are medically associated variables, outside available gene expression data,
which can be responsible for residual disease; e.g. surgical incapacity,
surgical-anatomical reasons, or surgical complications. Herein, we at-
tempt to explain and quantify the effect of these medically associated
factors on the validity of a model that only observes the gene expressions.

1 Notation

Throughout this note,

• Subscript 0 will be used for “no macroscopic residual” like RD0.

• Subscript 1 (or interchangeably ă1) will be used for “macroscopic residual
ă 1cm”, like RDă1 or RD1.

• Subscript 2 (or interchangeably ą1) will be used for “macroscopic residual
ą 1cm”, like RDą1 or RD2.

To understand the performance of a model, we will define the 3 ˆ 3 confusion
matrix for our three classes RD0, RDă1, and RDą1,

T “
`

T0 T1 T2

˘

“

¨

˝

T00 F01 F02

F10 T11 F12

F20 F21 T22

˛

‚, (1)

where Tii is the number of class i subjects classified correctly as class i, and Fij

is number of class j subjects (actual or true value), falsely classified as class i.
T is just a short notation for each column. This is a generalization of,

T “
`

T` T´
˘

“

ˆ

TP FP
FN TN

˙

, (2)

used for understanding the performance of a binary classifier. The sum of
columns are the actual number per class and the sum of rows are number per
class that models gives us. We will use the model as superscript, e.g. TM is the
confusion matrix for model M.
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2 Introduction

There are reasons that can cause residual disease after debulking surgery for
ovarian cancer patient. For the purpose here, we will use these two categories,

• Tumor-Biological: These are the variables VTB we might be able to learn
before debulking surgery; e.g. using biopsy of tumor and measuring the
gene expressions. Throughout this supplement and paper tumor-biological
variables are referred to the available data which is gene expressions.

• Medically Associated: These are the variables VMA that are very difficult
to know prior to surgery; e.g. surgical incapacity, surgical-anatomical
reasons, or surgery complications.

The question we are trying to answer is to quantify the effect of Medically As-
sociated (MA) variables on the final models for residual disease outcome. We
will assume that VMA K VTB, i.e. models which does not observe VMA can think
of these variables as random noise.

3 Analysis

First, we will write formulas for TM, the confusion matrix for the final model
M (using all population) in terms of,

1. TM0 which is the confusion matrix for class RD0, RDă1, and RDą1 for
model M0; M0 is the hypothetical model that uses gene expression (or
other available tumor-biological variables), denoted by VTB, and answers
how big the residual would be.

2. how much the final debulking status is changed for any other reason that is
not observed by hypothetical modelM0 (here referred to as VMA). These
reasons can only worsen the residual outcome: RD0 to Ră1, RDă1 to Rą1,
or RD0 to Rą1. Significant sources of VMA are hypothesized to be surgical
incapacity, surgical-anatomical reasons, or surgery complications.

We will discuss the dichotomized models, defined as models with binary out-
comes: for model M1 outcomes is RD0 vs rest, and for model M2 outcome
is RDą1 vs rest. To begin with, we will make two major assumptions. The
VMA randomly chooses patients from a better outcome to moves them to worse
outcome. Moreover, the model M cannot relearn and correct for VMA; this
assumption is a bit questionable; we are introducing bias with VMA and usually
models can correct some of the bias. For clarity of analysis we will keep these
assumptions.

If we write the models as,

M : RD „ VTB `NM, (3)

M0 : RDp0q „ VTB `NM0
, (4)
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it is important to notice that NM noise term have VMA embedded in it, but
NM0

does not. Above RDp0q means residual disease when there is no VMA

factors present. We will assume that VMA is independent of VTB and can be
thought of as random noise. We define α, β, and γ to be the rates that MA
complications (VMA) push RD0 to RDă1, RDă1 to RDą1, and RD0 to RDą1

classes, respectively. This is depicted on Figure 1; The circles are the actual
classes (the true value, not the model prediction); in other words there are the
columns of the confusion matrix,

TM
0 “T0p1´ α´ γq, (5a)

TM
1 “αT0 `T1p1´ βq, (5b)

TM
2 “γT0 ` βT1 `T2, (5c)

where on the left we have the confusion matrix columns forM and on the right
forM0; for brevity we droppedM0 superscripts on the left. Notice that above
we are assuming that ratio of people who move away from a class are uniform
across the correctly classified and incorrectly classified population by M0. In
other words, VMA variables move the population between classes independent
of their VTB values.

R0
R<1 R>1

α

β

γ

Figure 1: The Medically Associated reasons for residual disease caused the ratio α to change
from RD0 to RD1, ratio β to change from RD1 to RD2, and ratio γ to change from RD0 to
RD2 class. Notice that, for example, MA reasons randomly select αpT00 ` F10 ` F20q and
moves them to class RD1, independent of starting T00, F10, or F20 classes.

3.1 RD0 vs (RDă1 or RDą1)

We will redefine RD0 the positive class and (RDă1 or RDą1) the negative class,
basically grouping the original confusion matrix T as,

ÿ

¨

˝

T00 F01 F02

F10 T11 F12

F20 F21 T22

˛

‚“

ˆ

TP FP
FN TN

˙

. (6)
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In other words,

T´ “

ˆ

TP
FN

˙

“

ˆ

T00
F10 ` F20

˙

, (7a)

T` “

ˆ

FP
TN

˙

“

ˆ

F01 ` F02

T11 ` F12 ` F21 ` T22

˙

. (7b)

The equation (5) would boil down to,

TM1
´ “T´p1´ α´ γq “

ˆ

T00p1´ α´ γq
pF10 ` F20qp1´ α´ γq

˙

, (8a)

TM1
` “pα` γqT´ `T` “

ˆ

F01 ` F02 ` pα` γqT00
T11 ` F12 ` F21 ` T22 ` pα` γqpF01 ` F02q

˙

,

(8b)

Above we assumed that selection of α and γ ratios by VMA are random with
respect to each other as well. Or one can redefine α ` γ to be the ratio of
population that are leaving the class RD0 because of VMA.

3.2 (RD0 or RDă1) vs RDą1

We will redefine (RD0 or RDă1) the positive class and RDą1 the negative class,
this means grouping,

ÿ

¨

˝

T00 F01 F02

F10 T11 F12

F20 F21 T22

˛

‚“

ˆ

TP FP
FN TN

˙

. (9)

In other words,

T` “

ˆ

TP
FN

˙

“

ˆ

T00 ` F01 ` F10 ` T11
F20 ` F21

˙

, (10a)

T´ “

ˆ

FP
TN

˙

“

ˆ

F02 ` F12

T22

˙

. (10b)

The equation (5) would get rewritten as,

TM2
` “

ˆ

p1´ γqpT00 ` F10q ` p1´ βqpF01 ` T11q
p1´ γqF20 ` p1´ βqF21

˙

, (11a)

TM2
´ “

ˆ

F02 ` F12 ` γpT00 ` F10q ` βpF01 ` T11q
T22 ` βF21 ` γF20

˙

. (11b)

3.3 AUC of Binary Models

AUC can be defined as the expectation that a uniformly drawn random positive
is ranked correctly with respect to a uniformly drawn random negative. With
assumptions (i) the MA variables are random, so mistakes are made uniformly
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in the classifier’s score function, and (ii) the score function of the classifier is
uniformly distributed, it is possible to estimate new AUC; similar to new con-
fusion matrices we did previously. The essential difference is that we need to
consider the counts of choosing pairs of samples rather than the usual single
counts. To make the argument simpler, we will only consider the perfect classi-
fier case; meaning that without MA variablesM0 can classify the cases perfectly
(AUC “ 1). It is straightforward to expand the same argument to cover the
imperfect classifier.

Consider we have a perfect classifier before MA variables (AUC “ 1). We
then randomly change ∆ cases from positive to negative class. The question is,
without retraining the classifier, what would be the new AUC. In other words,
we want to know how likely it is for a randomly chosen pair to have the wrong
ordering by the classifier.
For a perfect classifier, to begin with, the total number of pairs with different
classes are n` ˆ n´. n` (n´) being the number in the positive (negative)
class, which are caused only by TB variables. The MA variables only move
positive to negative class (worsen the outcome). As we saw previously, this
can create false positives for the classifier. The classifier would assign ∆ cases,
which actually ended up in negative class, to be in the positive class. The total
number of pairs (with different outcomes) under the influence of MA would
change to pn` ´∆qpn´ `∆q. The pairs pn` ´∆qn´ are still ranked correctly
by the classifier’s score function. Assuming that the classifier’s score function is
uniformly distributing the mistakes ∆ among the positive class, the remaining
pn` ´ ∆q∆ pairs would be ranked half correctly and half incorrectly. So the
AUC becomes,

AUCnew “ 1´
1

2

∆

pn´ `∆q
. (12)
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4 Using KEM Hospital Data

Unfortunately for ICON7 trial we do not have a clean tumor localization data (or
any hypothesized reasons) for residual disease. So data of the tertiary gyneco-
oncologic center (KEM) [1] were used as reference. On the discussion here we
will be using Figure 1 and Table 3 from [1]. There are few overlaps on this Ta-
ble 3; using the original tumor localization data provided for KEM cohort, we
aggregated the counts on Medically Associated (MA) reasons; these are compli-
cations during surgery, Porta hepatis, lig. hepaduodenale, Supradiaphragmatic,
Pancreas, Stomach, and Truncus coeliacus. Overall the count of patients who
ended up in RD1 with MA factors present is 34+3=37 and the count of patients
who ended up in RD2 with MA factors present is 26+2=28. Now we assume
the extreme case: all these 37 and 28 cases would end up in RD0 residual class
if MA factors were not present in these patients; this assumption makes the
argument more clear but keep in mind that the ∆ parameter can be made lower
(For example, the other extreme case would be that, any of these cases that are
influenced by MA would have resulted in worst outcome anyway, that is con-
sidering only their TB factors. In this extreme case AUCs would not change.).
So before complications change things (presumably randomly), we had true class
populations,

|T0| “382` 37` 28 “ 447, (13)

|T1| “147´ 37 “ 110, (14)

|T2| “49´ 28 “ 21. (15)

Say we had a model M0 that could classify these perfectly, so the confusion
matrix of it would read,

Tperfect “

¨

˝

447 0 0
0 110 0
0 0 21

˛

‚. (16)

If we assume that VMA produces mistakes and modelM which we fit afterwards
cannot compensate for any of these mistakes1 then the confusion matrix forM
would be,

TM “

¨

˝

382 37 28
0 110 0
0 0 21

˛

‚. (17)

1As discussed before, one must be cautious with thisassumption because complications are
always making things worse, which has a bias or prior and usually models learn these type
of biases. Because we are interested in the worst case scenario for model M, this assumption
can be justified. This assumption basically means that we are not fitting a new model on the
data and using a given M0 which is handed to us.
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Grouping the above matrix over dichotomized versions, models M1 and M2,
we get,

TM1 “

ˆ

382 65
0 131

˙

, (18)

TM2 “

ˆ

529 28
0 21

˙

. (19)

Finally, consideringM0 has perfect AUC, AUCM0 “ 1.00, we will get AUCM1 “

0.83 and AUCM2
“ 0.71, as a result of MA (certain Medically Associated vari-

ables). The most important part of MA variables is related to tumor localiza-
tion.

It is important to notice that AUC in (12) has two free parameters, n´ and
∆. Because we do not have real knowledge of ∆ for other cohorts, e.g. ICON7,
to speculate how AUC can change for them, we have to fix a parameter about
MA that is generally true for all data sets. One reasonable way to do this is to
fix n´{n` ratio among cohorts; the result is Figure 2 (main text), which sug-
gests MA may be a substantial reason behind the failure in predicting residual
disease using available tumor-biological variables.

Lastly we should emphasize the limitation of the analysis here. What we
provided here, is an explanation on how certain Medically Associated variables
may substantially reduce the predictability of residual disease. Further studies
are needed to verify this with real measurements. These studies need to mea-
sure both tumor-biological variables (e.g. gene expressions), and the Medically
Associated variables (e.g. tumor localization or surgical complications).
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